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Generalizing results of Lemmermeyer, we show that the 2-ranks of the Tate
Shafarevich groups of quadratic twists of certain elliptic curves with a rational point
of order 2 can be arbitrarily large. We use only quadratic residue symbols in a
quadratic field to obtain our results.  2001 Academic Press
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INTRODUCTION
F. Lemmermeyer [6] considered a family of elliptic curves over Q
[Ek : y2=x3&2kx2+2k2x | k # Z].
He investigated the Tate-Shafarevich group (Ek Q). His main result is
that the 2-rank of [(Ek Q) | k # Z] is unbounded. He achieved his result
only by quadratic residue symbols in the quadratic field Q(- 2). Before
Lemmermeyer [6], several authors had constructed elliptic curves with
arbitrarily large TateShafarevich groups by means of machinery such as
Cassels pairing (see Cassels [3], Bo lling [1], and Kramer [4]).
In this paper, we generalize the construction of Lemmermeyer. We
consider a more general family of elliptic curves over Q
[E: y2=x3+akx2+bk2x | k # Z],
where a and b are fixed integers. Our main result is that the 2-rank of
[(EQ) | k # Z] is unbounded, when the class number of Q(- b) is odd
(for the precise statement, see Theorem 4.1). We use quadratic residue
symbols in Q(- b) to show this result. Since there are infinitely many
quadratic fields with odd class number, we obtain infinitely many families
of elliptic curves whose TateShafarevich groups are arbitrarily large.
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In Section 1 we recall the formulation of the Selmer group S (,)(EQ) and
the TateShafarevich group (EQ). In Section 2 we calculate S (,)(EQ)
(Theorem 2.2). This group is the collection of d # Q_Q_2 such that a
homogeneous space defined by
Cd : N 2=dM4&2akM 2e2+
(a2&4b) k2
d
e4
has a solution (N, M, e) in R and in Zp for all primes p. We use Hensel’s
lemma (Lemma 2.1) to verify the existence of a solution in Zp . In Section
3 we introduce quadratic residue symbols in a quadratic field and prove
some lemmas on quadratic fields. This concept plays an important role in
estimating the 2-rank of (EQ).
In Section 4 we evaluate the 2-rank of (EQ) (Theorem 4.1). Roughly
speaking, this group is the collection of homogeneous spaces Cd which
have a solution in R and in Zp for all primes p but no solutions in Q. The
equation of Cd factors in Q(- b) as
dN2=[dM 2&(a+2 - b) ke2][dM 2&(a&2 - b) ke2].
Then we consider quadratic residue symbols in Q(- b) to prove that many
of Cd ’s have no solutions in Q, and we obtain an evaluation of the 2-rank
of (EQ). In Section 5 we present an example with a=&3, b=3. In such
an explicit case it is possible to give a more precise estimate of S (,)(EQ)
and (EQ) under weaker assumptions.
We will assume that the class number of Q(- b) is odd in our main
theorem, for it is not clear how to save the proof when the class number
is even. This is a remaining problem.
1. PRELIMINARIES
Now we consider an elliptic curve over Q defined by the equation
E: y2=x3+akx2+bk2x.
Since E has a rational 2-torsion point T=(0, 0), there exist an elliptic
curve E$ and a rational 2-isogeny ,: E  E$ with ker ,=[O, T]. In fact we
can write
E$: Y 2=X3&2akX2+(a2&4b) k2X,
,(x, y)=\y
2
x2
,
y(bk2&x2)
x2 + .
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In this section we recall the formulation of Selmer groups and Tate
Shafarevich groups. Proofs can be found in Silverman [9, X] or Stroeker
and Top [10, Sect. 2]. The short exact sequence of Gal(Q Q)-modules
0  E[,]  E(Q ) w, E$(Q )  0
yields the Kummer sequence
0  E$(Q),E(Q) w$ H 1(Q, E[,]) w= H 1(Q, E),
where we write H1(Q, } ) for H 1(Gal(Q Q), } ). We know that
H1(Q, E[,])$H1(Q, Z2Z)$Q_Q_2,
H1(Q, E)$WC(EQ),
where WC(EQ) is the collection of equivalence classes of homogeneous
spaces for EQ and called the WeilCha^telet group. Consequently there
exists the following exact sequence:
0  E$(Q),E(Q) w$ Q_Q_2 w= WC(EQ). (1)
There also exists an analogous exact sequence for the completion Qv at
each place v of Q, and so we have the following commutative diagram:
0 E$(Q),E(Q) Q_Q_2 WC(EQ)
0 ww ‘
v
E$(Qv),E(Qv) ww ‘
v
Q_v Q
_2
v ww ‘
v
WC(EQv).
Definition 1.1. The ,-Selmer group of EQ is defined by
S (,)(EQ)=ker {Q_Q_2  ‘v WC(EQv)= .
The TateShafarevich group of EQ is defined by
(EQ)=ker {WC(EQ)  ‘v WC(EQv)= .
In the sequence (1), we have
$(O)=1, $((0, 0))=a2&4b, $((X, Y))=X, and =(d )=[CdQ],
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where Cd is a homogeneous space defined by
N2=dM 4&2akM2e2+
(a2&4b) k2
d
e4. (2)
Then we obtain
d | (a2&4b) k, (2) has non-trivial
S (,)(EQ)={d # Q_Q_2 } solutions (N, M, e) in R and in = ,Zp for all primes p | 2b(a2&4b) k
and in particular,
S (,)(EQ)(d | d=&1 or d is a prime divisor of (a2&4b) k) .
If we define W(EQ)=im $$E$(Q),E(Q), then
W(EQ)={d # Q_Q_2 } d | (a
2&4b) k, (2) has solutions
N, M, e # Z with (M, e)=1 = .
Similarly, for the dual isogeny  of ,, we have
0  E(Q)E$(Q) w$$ Q_Q_2 w=$ WC(E$Q),
$$(O)=1, $$((0, 0))=b, $$((x, y))=x, and =$(d )=[C$dQ],
where C$d is defined by
N2=dM4+4akM 2e2+
16bk2
d
e4, (3)
d | bk, (3) has non-trivial solutions
S ()(E$Q)={d # Q_Q_2 } (N, M, e) in R and in Zp for all =primes p | 2b(a2&4b) k
(d | d=&1 or d is a prime divisor of bk).
Defining W(E$Q)=im $$$E(Q)E$(Q), we have
W(E$Q)={d # Q_Q_2 } d | bk, (3) has solutionsN, M, e # Z with (M, e)=1= .
There exist exact sequences on TateShafarevich groups:
0  W(EQ)  S (,)(EQ)  (EQ)[,]  0,
0  W(E$Q)  S ()(E$Q)  (E$Q)[]  0,
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where (EQ)[,] is the kernel of the mapping (EQ)  (E$Q)
induced by ,, and (E$Q)[] is defined similarly.
For the rank of the elliptic curves we obtain the formula
rank E(Q)=rank E$(Q)
=dim2 S (,)(EQ)&dim2 (EQ)[,]
+dim2 S ()(E$Q)&dim2 (E$Q)[]&2,
where we write dim2 for dimF2 . Thus we can calculate the rank from the
dimensions of the Selmer groups and the TateShafarevich groups.
2. SELMER GROUPS
In this section we study the Selmer groups of the curves
E: y2=x3+akx2+bk2x,
E$: Y2=X3&2akX2+(a2&4b) k2X.
The following version of Hensel’s lemma is often useful for proving that
a homogeneous space is locally trivial.
Lemma 2.1 (Hensel). Let R be a ring which is complete with respect to
a discrete valuation v. Let f (T) # R[T] and a0 # R satisfy v( f (a0))>2v( f $(a0)).
Define a sequence an # R by an+1=an& f (an)f $(an). Then [an] converges
to an element a # R satisfying f (a)=0.
Proof. See Lang [5, II, Proposition 2]. K
We assume (H1) and (H2).
(H1) k= p1 } } } pt , p i #1 (mod 8), ( pi pj)=1, and ( ppi)=1 for all
primes p | b(a2&4b).
It follows from (H1) that (bpi)=1 and (a2&4bpi)=1. Thus there exist
some integers ;i and #i such that ;2i #b (mod p i) and such that #
2
i #
a2&4b (mod pi). Our second assumption is:
(H2) (a+2;i pi)=1 and (a+#i pi)=1.
Note that the symbols in (H2) do not depend on the choice of the ;i and
#i because of (H1).
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Theorem 2.2. Assume (H1) and (H2). Then we have
(a2&4b, p1 , ..., pt)S (,)(EQ)(d : d | (a2&4b) k),
(b, p1 , ..., pt)S ()(E$Q)(d : d | bk) .
Proof. Since the statement on S (,)(EQ) and that on S ()(E$Q) are
proved in the same way, we will only consider S (,)(EQ). By Section 1 we
know that (a2&4b)S (,)(EQ)(d : d | (a2&4b) k). Thus we shall
prove that p1 # S (,)(EQ).
The homogeneous space Cp1 is defined by
N2= p1M 4&2ap1 } } } pt M2e2+(a2&4b) p1 p22 } } } p
2
t e
4. (4)
It is enough to prove that Cp1 has a solution in (i) R, (ii) Zp1 , (iii) Zpj
( j=2, ..., t), (iv) Zp for all odd primes p dividing b(a2&4b), and (v) Z2 .
(i) The solvability of Cp1 in R. The right hand side of (4) is positive
if |M| is sufficiently large. Then Cp1 has a solution in R.
(ii) The solvability of Cp1 in Zp1 . Putting N= p1 and e=1 in
Eq. (4), we have
p1=M4&2ap2 } } } ptM2e2+(a2&4b) p22 } } } p
2
t e
4. (5)
Considering the reduction of the equation (5) modulo p1 , we obtain
M4&2ap2 } } } pt M2e2+(a2&4b) p22 } } } p
2
t e
4#0 (mod p1).
Then
(M2&ap2 } } } pt)2#4bp22 } } } p
2
t (mod p1),
and so
M2&ap2 } } } pt #2;1 p2 } } } pt (mod p1).
Thus
M2#(a+2;1) p2 } } } pt (mod p1).
Since (a+2;1 p1)=1 and ( pj p1)=1 for j=2, ..., t, the last equation has
a solution modulo p1 . Therefore Eq. (5) has a solution modulo p1 . By
Lemma 2.1, we obtain a solution of Cp1 in Zp1 .
(iii) The solvability of Cp1 in Zpj ( j=2, ..., t). Putting M=1 and e=1
in (4), and considering the reduction modulo pj , we have N2#p1 (mod pj).
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This is soluble modulo pj by the assumptions ( p1pj)=1. Therefore we
obtain a solution of Cp1 in Zpj by Lemma 2.1.
(iv) The solvability of Cp1 in Zp for an odd prime p dividing b(a
2&4b).
Putting M=1 and e= p in (4), and considering the reduction modulo p,
we have N2#p1 (mod p). This is soluble modulo p by ( p1 p)=1, and so
we obtain a solution of Cp1 in Zp by Lemma 2.1.
(v) The solvability of Cp1 in Z2 . Putting M=1 and e=2 in (4), and
considering the reduction modulo 8, we have N2#p1 #1 (mod 8). This is
soluble modulo 8, and so we obtain a solution of Cp1 in Z2 by Lemma 2.1.
Combining the above results, we have proved that p1 # S (,)(EQ).
Similarly we can prove that pi # S (,)(EQ) for i=1, ..., t, and so we reach
the conclusion. K
Corollary 2.3. Let N and M be the numbers of the distinct prime
factors of (a2&4b) and b, respectively. Then we have
t+1dim2 S (,)(EQ)t+N+1,
t+1dim2 S ()(E$Q)t+M+1.
3. LEMMAS ON QUADRATIC FIELDS
Let K=Q(- m) be a quadratic field, and O be the ring of integers of K.
We assume that m is a squarefree integer in this section. For a prime ideal
p of K with odd norm and an integer : # O"p, define the quadratic residue
symbol [:p]=\1 by demanding that [:p]#:(Np&1)2 (mod p). This
is a generalization of the usual Legendre symbol ( }  } ). By definition, it
follows that [ap]=(ap) for a # Z and a prime ideal p in K with norm p.
Let p be a rational prime such that p#1 mod 4, and let a be a quadratic
residue mod p. Then we define the biquadratic residue symbol (ap)4 by
(ap)4=(xp)
where x is an integer such that a#x2 mod p.
Let p and q be rational primes with p#1 mod 8 and (mp)=(mq)=1.
Thus both p and q split in K, and so we write pO=pp and qO=qq . Let
h be the class number of K. Then both ph and qh are principal ideals. Thus
there exist ?, * # O with ph=(?) and qh=(*). Naturally ? and * satisfy
N(?)=\ph and N(*)=\qh.
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Lemma 3.1. Let the notation be as in the preceding paragraph. If (qp)=1
and if [=p]=1 for all units = of K, then [*p] does not depend on the choice
of the p, q, and *.
Proof. It is sufficient to show that [*p]=[* p]=[*p ]. The second
equality holds by definition, and the first equality follows from [*p][* p]
=[** p]=[\qhp]=(\qhp)=1. K
Lemma 3.2. Assume m>0, and let m=m1 } } } mr be the factorization
into prime factors. Let p be as above and suppose further that (mi p)=1 for
each i=1, ..., r. If N(=)=1 for the fundamental unit = of K, then we have
[=p]=1.
Proof. Writing ==(a+b - m)2 (a, b # Z), we have a2&b2m=4. Then
(a+2)(a&2)=b2m. Since gcd(a+2, a&2) must be a divisor of 4, we have
\a+2a&2+=\
b21 l
b22 n+ or \
2b21 l
2b22n+ ,
where m=ln, and b1 , b2 # Z. Thus - ==(- a+2+- a&2)2 is contained
in Q(- 2, - m1 , ..., - mr ). By assumption p splits completely in this field,
and so we have [=p]=1. K
Lemma 3.3. If h is odd and if N(?)= ph, then [?p ]=(mp)4 .
Proof. Write ?=(a+b - m)2 (a, b # Z). Then ph=(a2&b2m)4, and
[?p ]=[? +b - mp ]=[b - mp ]=(bp)(mp)4 . If we write b=2 jb$ for
an odd b$, we have (bp)=(2 jb$p)=(b$p)=( pb$)=(4phb$)=(a2&b2mb$)
=(a2b$)=1. Therefore [?p ]=(mp)4 . K
Now we discuss a sufficient condition that N(?)= ph. We will show that
we can choose ? with N(?)= ph if the following conditions hold:
(H0$) h is odd.
(H1$) ( pq)=1 for all odd primes q dividing m.
Remark. When K is an imaginary quadratic field, N(:)>0 for all : # K_,
and so we have N(?)= ph. When K is a real quadratic field, we have to
consider two cases. In the case where N(=)=&1 for the fundamental unit
= of K, we have either N(?)>0 or N(=?)>0. Then replacing ? by =?, if
necessary, we obtain N(?)= ph. There is possibility that we cannot choose
? such that N(?)= ph only in the case where N(=)=1 for the fundamental
unit = of K.
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Proposition 3.4. Assume (H1$) with notation as above. Suppose moreover
that m has a prime factor q#3 (mod 4). Then we must have N(?)= ph. In
particular, the norm of the fundamental unit of K is 1 in this situation.
Proof. Suppose that N(?)=&ph. Writing ?=(a+b - m)2 (a, b # Z),
we have 4N(?)=a2&b2m=&4ph. Thus a2#&4ph (mod q). Then (&1q)
=1, because we have assumed that ( pq)=1. This contradicts the assump-
tion q#3 (mod 4). Therefore N(?)= ph. K
Here we recall the definition of the narrow class number. Let I be the set
of fractional ideals of K, and let P be the set of principal ideals of K. We
consider P+=[(:) # P | N(:)>0]. Then C+=IP+ is called the narrow
ideal class group, and h+=|C+| is called the narrow class number.
One can immediately verify that h+=h, when K is imaginary, or K is
real and the norm of the fundamental unit is &1. On the other hand,
h+=2h, when K is real and the norm of the fundamental unit is 1. Then
it is sufficient to consider the cases where K is real and h+=2h#2 (mod 4).
For the rest of this section, we use the following notation: p and p$ represent
primes such that p#p$#1 (mod 4), while q and q$ represent primes such
that q#q$#3 (mod 4).
Proposition 3.5.
h+#1 (mod 2)  D=&4, \8, p, &q.
h+#2 (mod 4)  D=&4p ( p#5 (mod 8)),
\8p ( p#5 (mod 8)),
&8q (q#3 (mod 8)),
&pq((qp)=&1),
pp$(( p$p)=&1),
4q, 8q, qq$,
h+#0 (mod 4) otherwise.
Proof. This follows from genus theory for quadratic fields; see, e.g.,
Zagier [11, Chap. 12] (but beware of misprints). K
This proposition implies that D>0 and h+#2 (mod 4), if and only if
D=4q, 8q, qq$, 8p ( p#5 (mod 8)), or pp$ (( p$p)=&1). We also obtain
the following proposition.
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Proposition 3.6. (i) If p#5 (mod 8), then we have N(=)=&1 for the
fundamental unit = of Q(- 2p).
(ii) If p#p$#1 (mod 4) and if ( p$p)=&1, then we have N(=)=&1
for the fundamental unit = of Q(- pp$).
Proof. This proposition is due to Dirichlet and was generalized by
Scholz [8]; an accessible source is Buell [2, Theorems 9.4 and 9.5]. K
This proposition says that h is even in both case of D= pp$ (( p$p)=
&1) and 8p ( p#5 (mod 8)). Thus it is sufficient to consider the case
D=4q, 8q, and qq$, that is, K=Q(- q), Q(- 2q), and Q(- qq$). Then
Proposition 3.4 shows that in all cases one can choose ? such that N(?)=
ph under the assumptions (H0$) and (H1$).
Combining Propositions 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6, we obtain the following.
Corollary 3.7. Let the notation be as in Proposition 3.5. Then h is odd
if and only if D=&4, \8, p, &q, 4q, 8q, or qq$.
4. TATESHAFAREVICH GROUPS
We first give some assumptions for a, b, and k.
(H0) Q(- b) and Q(- a2&4b) are quadratic fields, and their class
numbers h, h$ are odd.
Here we recall our assumptions (H1) and (H2) which appeared in
Section 2, and let the notation be as there. Let O and O$ denote the rings
of integers of Q(- b) and Q(- a2&4b), respectively. Since pi splits in both
Q(- b) and Q(- a2&4b) under the condition (H1), we write p iO=pi pi
and piO$=p$ip$i throughout the text. Then (H2) is equivalent to the following
assumption:
(H2$) [a+2 - bpi]=1 and [a+- a2&4bp$i]=1.
(H3) If Q(- b) is a real quadratic field, [=pi]=1 for its fundamental
unit =. If Q(- a2&4b) is a real quadratic field, [=$p$i]=1 for its fundamental
unit =$.
Since both phi and pi$
h$ are principal ideals, there exist ?i # O and ?$i # O$
such that phi =(?i) and such that pi$
h$=(?$i).
(H4) [?i pj]=&1 and [?$i p$j]=&1 for i{ j.
Let (4 - b)=q1 } } } qs be the prime ideal decomposition in O. Then there
exists :j # O such that qhj =(:j) for each j=1, ..., s.
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(H5) [:j pi]=1 for all i, j.
Let (4 - a2&4b)=q$1 } } } q$s$ be the prime ideal decomposition in O$.
Then there exists :$j # O$ such that qj$h$=(:$j) for each j=1, ..., s$.
(H6) [:$j p$i]=1 for all i, j.
Let (a2&4b)=r1 } } } rs be the prime ideal decomposition in O. Then
there exists *j # O such that rhj =(*j) for each j=1, ..., s.
(H7) [*j pi]=1 for all i, j.
Let (b)=r$1 } } } r$s$ be the prime ideal decomposition in O$. Then there
exists *$j # O$ such that rj$h$=(*$j) for each j=1, ..., s$.
(H8) [*$j p$i]=1 for all i, j.
Remark. The symbols [ } pi] appearing in the assumptions (H4)
through (H8) do not depend on the choice of the pi , :j , etc., under the
hypotheses (H1) and (H3). See Lemma 3.1.
Remark. Proposition 3.2 says that (half of ) (H3) can be omitted under
the assumption (H1) if N(=)=1. If N(=)=&1 and (H0) holds, then b=2
or b#1 mod 4 is prime. In this case, the squarefree part b$ of b satisfies
that [=p]=(b$p)4 ( pb$)4 with ( p2)4=(&1) ( p&1)8 by Scholz’s reciprocity
law (see, e.g., Scholz [8], Buell [2, Theorem 9.20], and Lemmermeyer
[6, Sect. 2]).
Our main theorems are the following.
Theorem 4.1. Assume (H0) through (H5). Then
|(EQ)[,]|{2
t
2t&1,
if t is even,
if t is odd.
If, in addition, (H7) holds and if
S (,)(EQ)=(a2&4b, d1 , ..., dn , p1 , ..., pt) ,
then
W(EQ){(a
2&4b, d1 , ..., dn) ,
(a2&4b, d1 , ..., dn , k),
if t is even
if t is odd.
Theorem 4.2. Assume (H0) through (H4) and (H6). Then
|(E$Q)[]|{2
t,
2t&1,
if t is even,
if t is odd.
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If, in addition, (H8) holds and if
S ()(E$Q)=(b, e1 , ..., em , p1 , ..., pt) ,
then
W(E$Q){(b, e1 , ..., em) ,(b, e1 , ..., em , k) ,
if t is even
if t is odd.
Corollary 4.3. Assume (H0) through (H6). Then
rank E(Q)=rank E$(Q){n+m,n+m+2,
if t is even,
if t is odd,
where n=dim2 S (,)(EQ)&t&1 and m=dim2 S ()(E$Q)&t&1.
Corollary 4.4. Assume (H0) through (H6). Let N and M be the
numbers of the distinct prime factors of (a2&4b) and b, respectively.
(i) If t is even, then
1dim2 W(EQ)N+1,
tdim2 (EQ)[,]t+N,
1dim2 W(E$Q)M+1,
tdim2 (E$Q)[]t+M,
rank E(Q)=rank E$(Q)N+M.
(ii) If t is odd, then
1dim2 W(EQ)N+2,
t&1dim2 (EQ)[,]t+N,
1dim2 W(E$Q)M+2,
t&1dim2 (E$Q)[]t+M,
rank E(Q)=rank E$(Q)N+M+2.
Remark. The assumptions (H1) through (H8) can be satisfied simul-
taneously for infinitely many primes. In fact, given a set of primes [ p1 , ..., pt&1]
satisfying all the assumptions, one can find infinitely many primes pt such
that all the assumptions hold for [ p1 , ..., pt] by Chebotarev Density
Theorem (see Lang [5, VIII, Theorem 10]). Therefore the cardinalities of
(EQ)[,] and (E$Q)[] can be made arbitrarily large.
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We show the following lemmas needed to prove Theorem 4.1.
Lemma 4.5. Assume (H0) through (H3), and (H5). Let k=k1k2 with
k1= p1 } } } pr . Write phi =?i ?i for some ?i # O, and let }1=?1 } } } ?r . If
Ck1 : N
2=k1M4&2ak1k2 M2e2+(a2&4b) k1k22e
4
has a solution N, M, e # Z with (M, e)=1, then
(i) [}1 pi]=1 for all pi | (k2).
(ii) [}$1 pi]=1 for all p i | (}1), where }1=?i}$1 .
Remark. In Section 3, we have shown that under the assumptions (H0)
and (H1) one can choose ?i and ?$i such that phi =N(?i) and such that
ph$i =N(?$i). Therefore we can apply Lemma 3.3, if (H0) and (H1) hold.
Proof. We first show that (M, k1)=1. If there exists a prime p dividing
M and k1 , then p divides N, and ( p, (a2&4b) k22)=1 implies that p divides
e. This contradicts (M, e)=1.
Put l=(M, k)=(M, k2), M=lm, k2=lk3 , and N=k1 ln. This gives
k1n2=l2m4&2alk3m2e2+(a2&4b) k23e
4
=(lm2&ak3e2)2&4bk23e
4
=[lm2&(a+2 - b) k3e2][lm2&(a&2 - b) k3e2].
Let
{A=lm
2&(a+2 - b) k3e2,
B=lm2&(a&2 - b) k3e2.
Then
{A+B=2(lm
2&ak3e2),
A&B=&4 - b k3 e2.
Since (l, k3)=(l, e)=(m, k3)=(m, e)=1, the greatest ideal a dividing (A)
and (B) satisfies a | (4 - b). Since A and B are conjugate each other over Q,
the ideals (A) and (B) decompose in O as
(A)=p1 } } } praq2,
(B)=p1 } } } praq 2,
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where a | (4 - b), (k1)=( p1 } } } pr)=p1 p1 } } } prpr , and (n)=aqq . Then
there exist }1 , :, and & such that (p1 } } } pr)h=(}1), ah=(:), q2h=(&2), and
such that Ah=}1:&2.
Now we prove (i). For all pi | (k3), we have
[}1 p i]=[:Ahpi ]=[:pi][Api]=[lpi]=(lp i)=1
by the assumptions (H1) and (H5). For all pi | (l ), we have
[}1 p i]=[:Ahpi ]=[:pi ][Ap i]=[a+2 - bpi ](&k3 pi)=1
by (H1), (H2$), and (H5). Therefore [}1pi]=1 for all pi | (k2).
We next prove (ii). Since pi | (B) for all pi | (}1), we have (A&B)h#
Ah (mod p i ), that is, (&4 - b k3e2)h#}1:&2 (mod pi ). Thus
[}1 pi ]=[:pi ][&4 - b k3e2p i ]=[- bp i ](&k3 pi)=(bpi)4
by the assumptions (H1) and (H5). On the other hand, we write phi =(? i)
and }1=?i}$1 . Then we obtain
[}1 pi ]=[? ipi ][}$1 pi ]=(bpi)4 [}$1 p i]
by Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3. Therefore [}$1 pi]=1 for all pi | (}1). K
Lemma 4.6. Let d # S (,)(EQ) with d | (a2&4b). Assume (H0) through
(H3), (H5), and (H7). Let k=k1k2 with k1= p1 } } } pr , and let ?i and }1 be
as in Lemma 4.5. If
Cdk1 : N
2=dk1 M4&2ak1 k2M2e2+
a2&4b
d
k1k22e
4
has a solution N, M, e # Z with (M, e)=1, then
(i) [}1 pi]=1 for all p i | (k2).
(ii) [}$1 pi]=1 for all p i | (}1), where }1=?i}$1 .
Proof. Multiplying both sides of the equation of Cdk1 by d, we have
Cdk1 : dN
2=k1[d 2M4&2adk2M 2e2+(a2&4b) k22e
4].
We first verify that (M, k1)=1 as in the previous lemma. Put (M, k)=
(M, k2)=l, M=lm, k2=lk3 , and N=k1 ln. This gives
dk1n2=d 2l2m4&2adlk3 m2e2+(a2&4b) k23 e
4
=(dlm2&ak3 e2)2&4bk23e
4
=[dlm2&(a+2 - b) k3e2][dlm2&(a&2 - b) k3e2].
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By the same argument as that in Lemma 4.5, we have
(dlm2&(a+2 - b) k3e2)=dp1 } } } prcq2,
(dlm2&(a&2 - b) k3e2)=d p1 } } } prcq 2,
where c | (4 - b), (d )=dd , (k1)=p1p1 } } } pr pr , (n)=aqq . There exist $, }1 ,
#, and & such that dh=($), (p1 } } } pr)h=(}1), ch=(#), q2h=(&2), and such
that Ah=$}1 #&2. Then we can reach the conclusion by an argument similar
to that in Lemma 4.5. K
Proof of Theorem 4.1. We first examine whether k1= p1 } } } pr is
contained in W(EQ) or not.
If r is odd and r<t, then we have [}1pi]=[?1 } } } ?r pi]=(&1)r=&1
by (H4). Thus Lemma 4.5(i) implies that Ck1 has no rational solution.
If r is even and r>0, then we get [}$i p1]=[?2 } } } ?r p1]=(&1)r&1=
&1 for ?1 | }1 , and }1=?1 }$1 by (H4). Thus Lemma 4.5(ii) implies that Ck1
has no rational solution. Therefore
p1 } } } pr # W(EQ) O r=0, or t is odd and r=t.
Since one has
k1  W(EQ)  dk1  W(EQ)
for d # W(EQ), the TateShafarevich group (EQ)[,] has at least 2t
elements if t is even, and 2t&1 elements if t is odd.
We next deal with the case where dk1=dp1 } } } pr with d | (a2&4b). If
(H7) holds, Lemma 4.6 implies in the same way that
dp1 } } } pr # W(EQ) O r=0, or t is odd and r=t.
Therefore we reach the conclusion of Theorem 4.1. K
Similarly, we can prove the following lemmas to verify Theorem 4.2.
Lemma 4.7. Assume (H0) through (H3), and (H6). Let k=k1k2 with
k1= p1 } } } pr . Write ph$i =?$i ?$i for some ?$i # O$, and let }1=?$1 } } } ?$r . If
C$k1 : N
2=k1M4+4ak1k2M 2e2+16bk1k22e
4
has a solution N, M, e # Z with (M, e)=1, then
(i) [}1 p$i]=1 for all p$i | (k2).
(ii) [}$1 p$i]=1 for all p$i | (}1), where }1=?i}$1 .
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Lemma 4.8. Let d # S ()(E$Q) with d | b. Assume (H0) through (H3),
(H6), and (H8). Let k=k1 k2 with k1= p1 } } } pr . Let ?$i and }1 be as in
Lemma 4.7. If
C$dk1 : N
2=dk1M4+4ak1 k2M 2e2+
16b
d
k1 k22e
4
has a solution N, M, e # Z with (M, e)=1, then
(i) [}1 p$i]=1 for all p$i | (k2).
(ii) [}$1 p$i]=1 for all p$i | (}1), where }1=?i}$1 .
5. AN EXAMPLE
In this section, we study the Selmer groups and the TateShafarevich
groups of the curves
E: y2=x3&3kx2+3k2x,
E$: Y2=X3+6kX2&3k2X.
Theorem 5.1. Assume k= p1 } } } pt , p i #1 (mod 24), ( p i pj)=1, and
(3pi)4=1. Then
S (,)(EQ)=(&3, p1 , ..., pt) ,
S ()(E$Q)=(3, p1 , ..., pt).
Proof. We first make sure that the assumptions (H1) and (H2) with
b=3 and a2&4b=&3 are satisfied. Here we have pi #1 (mod 8), ( pi pj)
=1, and (3p)=( p3)=1. Thus (H1) is satisfied. Next we make sure of
(H2)  (H2$)[&3+2 - 3(?i)]=1, [3+- &3(_i)]=1,
where pi=?i? i # Q(- 3) and pi=_i_ i # Q(- &3).
[&3+2 - 3(?i)]=[2 - 3(?i)][2(2&- 3)(?i)]
=(2pi)(3pi)4 [(- 3&1)2(?i)]=1.
[3+- &3(_i)]=[&2 - &3(_i)][|(_i)] (|=(&1+- &3)2)
=(&2pi)(&3pi)4 [(|2)2(_ i)]
=(&1pi)4 (3pi)4=1.
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Thus we have shown that both (H1) and (H2) are satisfied. Therefore we
can apply Theorem 2.2, and we obtain
S (,)(EQ)$(&3, p1 , ..., pt) ,
S ()(E$Q)$(3, p1 , ..., pt).
For Theorem 5.1, it is sufficient to show that &1  S (,)(EQ) and that
&1  S ()(E$Q).
Suppose that the homogeneous space C&1 : N2=&M 4+6kM 2e2+
3k2e4 has a solution in Z3 . Without loss of generality, we may assume
min[ord3(M), ord3(e)]=0. Then we can deduce easily that ord3(M)=0.
Thus the right hand side modulo 3 is equal to &1. However, &1 is not a
quadratic residue modulo 3: this is contradiction. Therefore we conclude
that &1  S (,)(EQ).
We next consider the homogeneous space C$&1 : N 2=&M4&12kM2e2
&48k2e4 on R. Clearly C$&1 has no nontrivial solution in R. Thus we
conclude that &1  S ()(E$Q). K
Lemma 5.2. Let k and pi be as in Theorem 5.1. Let k=k1k2 with k1=
p1 } } } pr . Write pi=? i?i # Q(- 3) and }1=?1 } } } ?r . If
Ck1 : N
2=k1M4+6k1 k2 M2e2&3k1k22 e
4
has a solution N, M, e # Z with (M, e)=1, then
(i) [}1 (? i)]=1 for all ? i | k2 .
(ii) [}$1 (? i)]=1 for all ?i | }1 , where }1=?i }$1 .
Lemma 5.3. Let k and pi be as in Theorem 5.1. Let k=k1k2 with
k1= p1 } } } pr . Write p i=_ i_i # Q(- &3) and }1=_1 } } } _r . If
C$k1 : N
2=k1M4&3k1k2M2e2+3k1k22e
4
has a solution N, M, e # Z with (M, e)=1, then
(i) [}1 (_ i)]=1 for all _ i | k2 .
(ii) [}$1 (_ i)]=1 for all _i | }1 , where }1=_i }$1 .
Remark. Here we did not assume (H5) and (H6). However, a little
calculation shows that the ideal a which appeared in the proof of Lemma
4.5 is equal to (1), (2), or (4). Since (2pi)=1, we can prove Lemmas 5.2
and 5.3 in the same way without the assumptions (H5) and (H6). Then we
obtain the following theorems.
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Theorem 5.4. Let k and pi be as in Theorem 5.1. Write pi=?i ?i #
Q(- 3). If [?i (?j)]=&1 for i{ j, then
W(EQ)={(&3) ,(&3) , or (&3, k) ,
if t is even,
if t is odd.
In particular, we have
|(EQ)[,]|={2
t,
2t, or 2t&1,
if t is even,
if t is odd.
Theorem 5.5. Let k and pi be as in Theorem 5.1. Write pi=_i _i #
Q(- &3). If [_i (_j)]=&1 for i{ j, then
W(E$Q)={(3) ,(3) , or (3, k) ,
if t is even,
if t is odd.
In particular, we have
|(E$Q)[]|={2
t,
2t, or 2t&1,
if t is even,
if t is odd.
Corollary 5.6.
rank E(Q)=rank E$(Q) {=0, if t is even,2, if t is odd.
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